[Emily] can help us formalize and document the agreement. What's important might be to:

1. use the above policies as much as possible as they bring with them a lot of ACG support and policy infrastructure - no need to reinvent that wheel
2. described the collections that will be shared and which campus will take responsibility for what (perhaps prepare a list of agencies and campuses that "claim" them?)
3. indicate how many years everyone will agree to these commitments.
4. discuss whether stored holdings can be carte blanche designated shared print such that the campuses that "claimed" responsibility above and all other campuses, can make decisions about locally held duplicates. Would this be possible for certain agencies? All agencies? Perhaps put this in a table.
5. discuss whether shared print and campus duplicate print is needed when digital surrogates are available and digitally preserved. Can one copy of designated shared print suffice for the system when digital content is available/preserved? Would this be possible for certain agencies? All agencies? Perhaps add this to the table.

[per email from Emily Stambaugh re Shared Print in Place]